FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
To ensure many years of trouble free horse
comfort in your stables, please follow the
instructions overleaf.
They are based on a 12’ X 11’ stable but can be
applied to all stable sizes & shapes.

The aim of the game is to have a 1” gap
around the perimeter with largest sections
laid from the door inwards- its as simple as
that!
If in any doubt whatsoever, please feel free
to call us on
01704 823215 & we will be happy to help!
Tools Required:
1. Stanley Knife / Jig Saw or Craft Knife
2. Measuring Tape
3. Straight Edge
Thank you for choosing Mayo Horse Comfort stable
matting!

 Starting from the door, lay as many full
mats as you can.
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 Push mats tight to the wall and doorway
 Take measurements A, B, C and D from
end of the mats to the adjacent wall Fig 1
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 Deduct 50mm (2 inches) from this size
and cut mats to that length
(A - 2”,B -2”, C - 2”, D - 2”)
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 Take measurements E, F, G and H from
edge of the mats to the opposite wall.
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 Deduct 50mm(2 inches) from this size
and cut mats to suit
(E - 2”,F -2”, G - 2”, H - 2”)
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 Lever the mats away from the walls, so
that a 25mm (1 inch) gap is left all the
way around. Fig 3
 Size & position of sections for an 11’ X 12’
stable shown
It may be necessary to re-trim mats once
more after they settle in.

